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Public summary of report  

On 30 June 2004, the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) 
declared the mobile terminating access service (MTAS) under Section 152AL of 
Australia’s Trade Practices Act 1974 (the Act). At the same time, the ACCC also made a 
pricing determination setting out pricing principles for the MTAS. Since this 
determination, the ACCC received notification of an ordinary access undertaking in 
relation to the MTAS from Optus Mobile Pty Limited and Optus Networks Pty Limited 
(together “Optus”). This undertaking specifies the terms and conditions that Optus would 
be willing to supply the Domestic GSM Terminating Access Service (DGTAS) – along 
with a higher charge than the one determined for MTAS by the ACCC. In support of the 
access undertaking, Optus has provided a detailed model associated with the estimation of 
the cost of providing the DGTAS on its network. In this regard, Optus engaged Charles 
River Associates (CRA) to develop the model. The ACCC released a discussion paper on 
the undertaking, and received third-party comments that covered both qualitative and 
quantitative aspects of pricing and costing for the MTAS. 

On 11 July 2005, Analysys was commissioned by the ACCC to examine the supporting 
cost model and related third-party submissions, and to produce a final report providing 
advice and specifications on various aspects of the model. Our specific remit covered the 
following areas of examination: 

• magnitude of network costs and assets related to the provision of the DGTAS 
• methodology and magnitude of identifying network and non-network common costs 
• service routeing factors 
• current cost adjustments 
• identification of costs associated with SMS and GPRS 
• attribution of licence fees to the DGTAS 
• appropriate level of the weighted average cost of capital (WACC) 
• concerns raised by third parties on costing methodology or calculations. 

With regard to our examination of the methodology for recovering network and non-
network common costs, the scope of our remit specifically excluded advice on Ramsey 
pricing and the allowance of a network externality surcharge. We have commented on the 
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mark-up mechanism applied only in terms of the implications for the cost model’s results 
compared to the equal-proportionate mark-up (EPMU) of the total-service long-run 
incremental cost plus mark-up (TSLRIC+) standard outlined in the ACCC’s June 2004 
report.1 

A set of clarification questions were sent to Optus on 12 July 2005, and responses were 
received on 8 August 2005. A second set of clarifications were issued to Optus on 
25 August 2005, and responses received on 26 September 2007. 

This public summary provides the major conclusions of our investigation of the Optus cost 
model. For brevity, minor conclusions and uncertainties that are considered to be marginal 
are not listed in this document. A commercial-in-confidence report has been provided to 
the ACCC, for distribution to Optus and third parties involved in a review of the 
undertaking. The remainder of this summary is structured as follows: 

• model results for marked-up incremental costs of the DGTAS and other services 
• conceptual aspects of the proposed model 
• quantitative (calculation and input) aspects of the model that are questionable. 

1 Headline results of the model 

The significant results of the Optus cost model are:  

• the total annualised costs of the Optus mobile business 
• incremental costs of inbound, outbound and on-net voice traffic, per minute 
• incremental cost per subscriber per year, where subscriber acquisition costs are 

amortised over an average subscriber lifetime 
• common network and non-network costs aggregated into a single cost mark-up. 

                                                      
1  The ACCC’s Mobile Terminating Access Service Report, 30 June 2004, Pages 202–-210 
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The incremental cost of the DGTAS per minute in 2003/04 is [!]2,3 unmarked-up. A small 
allocation of costs to data services (SMS and GPRS) of [!] of total annualised costs is 
excluded from common cost allocations. 

Optus applies a Ramsey-Boiteux (R-B) mark-up to the voice and subscriber incremental costs, 
which allocates the total common cost amount according to various complex price, volume and 
elasticity-based equations. Conceptually, a R-B mark-up is inconsistent with the EPMU 
approach defined in the ACCC’s TSLRIC pricing guidelines for the DGTAS. Optus’s proposed 
R-B marked-up cost results (i.e. prices) for 2004/05 are shown in Exhibit 1. 

Service Marked-up cost, AUD, real 
2004/05 

  

DGTAS 0.1703   

Mobile to on-net mobile [!]   

Mobile to fixed [!]   

Mobile to off-net mobile [!]   

Subscribers (per year) [!]   

    

Exhibit 1: Optus’s 

proposed results 

[Source: Optus 

model4] 

 
Optus’s mark-up mechanism results in a significant increase of [!] to unit cost of the 
DGTAS. Optus’s method also results in a mark-down of the subscriber incremental cost, 
equivalent to [!]. 

When these marked-up costs are multiplied by the service volumes carried by Optus, a total 
cost recovery of [!] is achieved. The cost recovery proposed by Optus is based on 
recovering the amortised subscriber acquisition cost from all subscribers, rather than just 
the volume of subscribers who are actually subsidised in the year. 

                                                      
2  Commercial-in-confidence information in this summary has been removed and replaced by [!] 

3  We have reviewed the model that Optus submitted with its undertaking, from which the incremental cost of mobile termination is 
[!]. On 8 August 2005 Optus submitted a slightly updated calculation with [!] for the same result. We have not reviewed this 
updated model. 

4  Table 12 Pricing Mobile Termination in Australia, CRA, 22 December 2004, subtracting other operators’ retentions for fixed and 
mobile termination rates (AUD0.0136 and AUD0.1703 respectively). 
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Since an R-B mark-up is inconsistent with the ACCC’s TSLRIC pricing guidelines, we 
have applied an EPMU to Optus’s cost model results. For the purposes of this application, 
we have not applied any other refinements (e.g. those suggested elsewhere in this report) to 
ensure direct comparison with Optus’s proposed service prices above. 

The EPMU we have applied is shown in Exhibit 2. 
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Exhibit 2:  

EPMU schematic 

using the Optus 

model costs 

[Source: Analysys] 

 
As can be seen, we have identified a double EPMU:  

• firstly marking-up network services (voice and data) with network common costs, a 
[!] uplift 

• secondly, recovering business overhead common costs from network and subscriber 
incremental services, a [!] mark-up. 

This equates to an effective mark-up of around [!] to network services. EPMU-based 
prices are shown in Exhibit 3 for 2004/05. 
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Service Marked-up cost, AUD, real 
2004/05 

  

DGTAS [!]   

Mobile to on-net mobile [!]   

Mobile to fixed [!]   

Mobile to off-net mobile [!]   

Subscribers (per year) [!]   

Exhibit 3: EPMU-

based results 

[Source: Analysys] 

 
In contrast to the R-B results, when multiplied by service volumes, total costs recovered 
amount to [!]. This cost recovery is based on the same principle – proposed by Optus – of 
recovering the amortised subscriber acquisition cost from all subscribers. The total 
annualised costs for 2003/04 incurred by Optus is [!], and it is evident that the per-
subscriber method of recovery proposed by Optus over-recovers costs compared to those 
actually incurred. 

The dramatic effects of Optus’s R-B mark-up compared to the ACCC’s EPMU guideline 
accounts for the largest potential adjustment to the cost of the DGTAS, and it is 
significantly greater than the adjustments achieved by any calculation or input parameter 
manipulation. 

2 Conceptual aspects of the proposed model 

CRA has built a top-down model for Optus that seeks to estimate the forward-looking 
long-run incremental cost (FL-LRIC) of the DGTAS. Suitably specified and populated, 
top-down models can be adequate on their own to produce a reliable cost estimate. In the 
current application by Optus, the model provides two important benefits in that it is 
auditable against their published accounts and readily traceable from input data to result. 
We believe therefore that a bottom-up calculation is not necessary for a robust DGTAS rate 
determination in the current Australian situation. Furthermore, such a calculation would 
best be developed at the discretion of the ACCC, rather than an industry player, to ensure 
transparency and appropriateness of model design, efficiency-adjustment and reconciliation 
activities. If the ACCC were to develop a bottom-up cost model, we would recommend the 
application of top-down data (for example the Optus top-down model, or update thereof) in 
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a reconciliation process: this would improve the accuracy of the result and increase 
understanding of the cost structures of Australian mobile operators. 

The model is forward-looking in that it adjusts the historic asset values in the fixed-asset 
register to reflect current costs – the gross replacement cost (GRC) of the network – and in 
its application of a forward-looking tilted annuity depreciation. However, the price trends 
used in both historic revaluation and forecast annualisation are subject, in our view, to 
some concern. In particular, it is not known by Optus whether or not the price trends 
account for any changes in functionality or capacity of assets over time, or if they future-
proof the forward-looking cost path to the evolution of unit costs to 3G levels. Also, key 
price trends sourced from the Gibson Quai-AAS USO technology report do not appear to 
be entirely appropriate for a mobile LRIC context.  

Incremental costs are calculated by Optus on an assumed coincident busy hour basis, i.e. 
the model implicitly assumes that the hour when call termination volumes are greatest 
coincides with the hour when the volumes of other services are greatest, rather than strictly 
identifying the total-service incremental costs of the DGTAS. In this regard, Optus’s 
approach is consistent with mobile LRIC modelling in other jurisdictions. However, to the 
extent that busy hours are non-coincident, it is inconsistent with a rigorous TSLRIC 
approach. Third parties have raised concerns over the non-coincidence of busy hours, as 
the averaged approach adopted may overstate the total service incremental cost of the 
DGTAS. We note that the ACCC’s definition of TSLRIC does not define the meaning of 
total service in this context, and hence consistency with the TSLRIC guidelines is subject 
to a degree of interpretation. In addition, data incremental costs are limited to dedicated 
data server costs since Optus believes the marginal costs of data services across network 
elements shared with voice are very small. Optus has used the subscriber incremental cost 
to capture various retail and non-network related activities, and confined traffic 
incremental costs to network elements. The ACCC’s TSLRIC guidelines also suggest the 
inclusion of a contribution to organisational-level costs. Optus’s approach to wholesale 
termination costing is consistent with that taken in other jurisdictions where a LRIC model 
has been applied such as the UK and Sweden, and does not appear inconsistent with the 
ACCC’s suggested TSLRIC approach given its open interpretation.  

Optus has modelled its mobile cost base on a standalone basis, assessing the magnitude of 
network and non-network costs, which would be incurred if Optus did not have a fixed (or 
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other) service division. In magnitude, these standalone adjustments appear reasonable. The 
degree to which Optus’s core network is optimised for efficient mobile services support is 
also questionable – since Optus has two network vendors – although the magnitude of this 
issue cannot be assessed with the information presented in the model. 

In calculating its costs, Optus has utilised 2G costs, 2G demand and assumed traffic levels 
for costing purposes that are constant (at 2003/04 levels) without any future migration to 
3G services. A 2G-only approach is reasonable given the lack of suitable top-down 3G cost 
data, and uncertainty over forecasts which would be present if Optus had attempted a 3G 
model. In this context, we believe the 2G costs should be developed so that operators can 
retain any lower-cost benefits of migration to 3G, at least for the duration of the period 
outlined in the ACCC’s pricing principles determination. However, of particular 
importance in the calculation of a 2G-only cost is how the forward-looking price trend 
reflects technology evolution (reducing costs per unit capacity). As noted above, this 
assessment is not currently possible. 

Optus’s conceptual approach to determining a cost of capital is reasonable. We do not 
believe it would be appropriate to attempt to determine a DGTAS specific cost of capital. 
One problem with such a disaggregated approach is a lack of data to determine an asset 
beta for a DGTAS-only operator. The fact that Optus’s calculated cost of capital is slightly 
higher for mobile than fixed services is not of particular concern, and in line with the 
different fixed and mobile costs of capital applied by numerous other telecoms regulators. 

Finally, Optus’s undertaking refers to 2004/05 as the model’s first year of results. In our 
view, with which Optus has subsequently agreed, the model is more accurately defined as a 
2003/04 model since it contains 2003/04 demand and operating costs, and contains the 
2003/04 fixed asset register. Given the uncertainty over the forecast price trend, we would 
recommend caution in referring to 2007/08 results until price trends can be confirmed as 
appropriate. 

3 Quantitative aspects of the model that are questionable 

We list below the main quantitative points we believe represent concerns with the model, 
and conclude on some key areas of concern raised by other parties. 
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• The GBV of assets used in the model is stated as at end of June 2004. We believe 
GBVs should be scaled back to be consistent with the annual period (2003/04) being 
modelled. This means that a GBV date relevant to the annual 2003/04 demand being 
carried should be identified.  

• Economic lifetimes assumed in the model are within reasonable bounds, and do not 
appear foreshortened due to the advent of 3G. 

• Historic price trends for network elements of around [!] to [!] per annum (in real 
terms) appear light. We believe a range of –5% to –11% in real terms is more 
appropriate to reflect GSM technology evolution over the last ten years, with this range 
being evident from the Gibson-Quai AAS material referenced by Optus and adopted in 
mobile LRIC modelling in other jurisdictions such as the UK. 

• The simple inflation adjustment applied to the network GRC to give a 2004/05 network 
GRC is misleading, particularly in conjunction with the suggested stronger declining 
price trends. 

• The cost of capital applied ([!] vanilla) is reasonable. 

• A significant value of assets are allocated to customer and overheads categories. In 
particular we believe the overheads category could more accurately separate out assets 
directly attributable to the network functions: e.g. radio site rentals, mobile site 
property, and apportioning income tax expenses to relevant network, retail and 
overhead functions. 

• Uplifts to represent a standalone operation appear reasonable, though a detailed audit 
would be required to confirm this. 

• The allocation of costs to routeing categories could be refined, in particular identifying 
whether non-voice services should be allocated a proportion of base station sub-
subsystem (BSS) costs. 
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• Allocation of [!] of certain radio assets as coverage is broadly reasonable, though 
refinements could be made to this allocation. However, these would have limited 
impact on the overall result.  

• Routeing factors, although questioned extensively by various parties, are broadly 
consistent with factors used in other regulators’ mobile LRIC models, and are not 
outside of expected bounds. However, third parties are particularly concerned that 
radio routeing factors overstate certain costs due to the 30% of calls that are 
unsuccessful, or terminated on voicemail systems. The recovery of voicemail system 
costs is also only from the services that deposit messages (i.e. incoming and on-net 
calls), rather than including a recovery of costs from the retrieval of messages. 

• Customer acquisition costs for 2003/04 are amortised over a [!] year period and then 
applied to the entire subscriber base. We have concerns regarding the proposed 
approach: firstly, an average subscriber lifetime of [!] years appears too short given 
the amount of churn, gross and net subscriber growth that Optus experiences; and 
secondly, Optus proposes that all subscribers recover the amortised average acquisition 
cost per year. Significant economic debate can be had on the reasons for this (short) 
lifetime and how costs should be recovered, though the effect of this on the cost of 
termination is indirect through the mark-up regime. Questions that are open to debate 
include the following: 
– What level of inter-operator churn is present in an effective mobile market? 
– What level of intra-operator churn is desirable? 
– What is an efficient rate of handset replacement? 
– How are retention and churn subsidies targeted? 
– To what extent do incoming callers benefit from subscribers’ handset upgrades? 
– Should efficient churn considerations be taken at a regulatory wholesale costing 

level or retail market level? 
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4 Conclusion on magnitude of unit cost 

A summary of our views on the magnitude of unit cost is given in the table below. 

Issue Commentary on issue Potential impact 

Application of R-B mark-up to 
achieve AUD0.17  

 Significant reduction from 
AUD0.17 to [!] using an 
EPMU approach 

Recovery of subscriber costs Recovering the average 
annualised acquisition cost per 
subscriber from all subscribers 
materially overstates cost 
recovery 

Reducing the amount of 
annualised subscriber costs 
that must be recovered should 
reduce the cost of termination 
calculated by an R-B approach. 
EPMU result are unaffected by 
this treatment 

Subscriber lifetime [!] years appears too short and 
no supporting evidence is 
supplied by Optus 

Reduction in R-B based result 
EPMU result are likely to 
increase through greater 
overheads mark-up 

Adjustment to 2003/04 base 
year  

The 2004/05 base year proposed 
by Optus is misleading 

1-2% reduction in real-terms 
unit cost result in 2003/04 

Use of 31 March 2004 GBV  2-3% reduction in unit cost 

Steeper historic price trends This adjustment should be 
coupled with an accurate capex 
profile for the first 5 years of 
operation 

2-6% reduction in unit cost 

Steeper forecast price trends Revising this set of parameters 
influences the tilt of the cost 
results over time 

Higher costs in earlier years, 
lower costs in later years. It is 
not possible to ascertain 
whether cost in 2007/08 would 
be higher or lower 

Identification of mobile network 
rentals from overheads cost 
category 

 Higher incremental costs and 
lower common costs 

Allocation of income tax 
expenses to headcounts 

 Higher incremental costs and 
lower common costs 

Revised BSS routeing factors Based on 30% of calls diverted to 
voicemail 

At most, a 7% reduction in unit 
cost 

Revised switching and 
transmission routeing factors 

Based on revised ranges for 
these factors 

+2% to –4% change in unit 
cost 

Exhibit 4: Summary of conclusions regarding the model and associated impacts [Source: 

Analysys] 
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